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Abstract
Let M be a pointwise Osserman Riemannian manifold. Here we give a proof of the
duality principle for associated curvature tensor R of M. Ó 1999 Published by Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let Mm; h:;: i be an m dimensional Riemannian manifold. Let r be the
Levi–Civita connection and let R be the associated Riemannian curvature
tensor; RX ; Y  : rX ;rY  ÿ rX ;Y . The Jacobi operator RX : Y ! RY ;X X
is a symmetric endomorphism of the tangent bundle TP M to P at M. We shall
usually restrict X to belong to the unit sphere bundle SP M of unit tangent
vectors. The endomorphism RX is diagonalizable. Since RX X  0; RX pre-
serves the orthogonal space X? and we usually restrict RX to this space. If M is
locally a rank-one symmetric space or if M is flat, then the local isometry group
acts transitively on the unit sphere bundle SM and hence the eigenvalues of RX
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are constant on SM. Osserman [10], using results of [11], wondered if the
converse held; this question is usually known as the Osserman conjecture.
Question. If the eigenvalues of the Jacobi operator RX are constant on SM ,
then is M locally a rank-one symmetric space or a flat space?
Chi [5] established the conjecture if m  4, if m  1 mod 2, or if m  2 mod 4
and also obtained some related results [6,7]. He left open the case m  0 mod 4
and m P 8. A very interesting approach to the Osserman conjecture was
suggested in [4]. Metrics such that the eigenvalues RX are constant on SP M
but vary with the point P of M are called pointwise Osserman; metrics such
that the eigenvalues of RX are constant on SM and are independent of the
point P are called globally Osserman. In [9] it was shown that there exist
Riemannian metrics which are pointwise Osserman and which are not globally
Osserman.
Let R be an algebraic curvature operator. This is a tensor satisfying the
curvature symmetries
RX ; Y   RY ;X   0;
RX ; Y Z  RY ; ZX  RX ; Y Z  0;
hRX ; Y Z;W i  hRZ;W X ; Y i:
1:1
One says R is an Osserman algebraic curvature tensor if the associated Jacobi
operator has eigenvalues which are constant on the unit sphere Smÿ1. One of the
most natural approaches to studying the Osserman conjecture was suggested in
[9]. It has two steps:
1. One first attempts to classify the Osserman algebraic curvature tensors.
2. One then attempts to find those Osserman algebraic curvature tensors which
can be realized as the curvature tensors of a Riemannian manifold.
Gilkey [8] gave examples of Osserman algebraic curvature tensors which
were not the curvature tensors of a flat metric or of a rank-one symmetric
metric. Thus the purely algebraic classification is more complicated, at least if
m  0 mod 4 and if m P 8. Let fcig16 i6 m, be a collection of skew symmetric
endomorphisms of TP M satisfying Cliord’s commutation rules cicj  cjci
 ÿ2dij. Here m is the Adams number [1]; m > 1 if and only if m  0 mod 4 so
this is the essential additional complication in this case. Let fkig0im be real
constants. One defines
RX ; Y Z : k0hY ; ZiX ÿ hX ; ZiY 

X
16 i6 m
ki

hciY ; ZiciX ÿ hciX ; ZiciY ÿ 2hciX ; Y iciZ

: 1:2
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One checks easily that the curvature tensor defined in (1.2) satisfies the sym-
metries of (1.1) and hence is an algebraic curvature tensor. Furthermore
RX : ciX ! k0  3kiciX ;
RX : Y ! k0Y if Y ? X ; c1X ; . . . ; cmX :
1:3
Thus this curvature tensor is an Osserman algebraic curvature tensor. One
could conjecture that any Osserman algebraic curvature tensor has this form; it
is not known whether or not this conjecture is true.
Definition. Let R be an Osserman algebraic curvature tensor. We say that
an eigenvalue k satisfies the duality principle if for any unit vectors X and Y
then
RX Y  kY if and only if RY X  kX :
We say that R satisfies the duality principle if and only if every eigenvalue
satisfies the duality principle.
Let k be either the minimal or the maximal eigenvalue. Let Y Pi
ciYi where RX Yi  kiYi and
P
i c
2
i  1. Then RX Y 
P
i cikiYi so
RX Y ; Y  
P
i c
2
i ki. Since k is an extremal eigenvalue, RX Y  kY if and only if
hRY ;X X ; Y i  k. We use the curvature symmetries to see that this condition
is equivalent to the condition hRY ;X X ; Y i  k. This shows that the minimal
and maximal eigenvalues satisfy the duality principle. This observation plays a
crucial role in the analysis of Chi and of other authors cited above. We use (1.3)
to see that the curvature tensor defined in (1.2) satisfies the duality principle by
computing:
1. Suppose that Y  ciX . Then X  ÿciY ;RX Y  k0  3kiY and RY X 
k0  3kiX :
2. Suppose that Y ? fX ; c1X ; . . . ; cmXg. Then X ? fY ; c1Y ; . . . ; cmY g, RX Y 
k0Y and RY X  k0X :
The main result of this paper is to prove that every Osserman algebraic cur-
vature tensor satisfies the duality principle:
Theorem 1.1. Let Mm be a pointwise Osserman Riemannian manifold. Then the
associated curvature operator R satisfies the duality principle.
Section 2 is devoted to the proof of this result; we hope that this result will
prove useful in the further study of the Osserman conjecture. It is worth noting
that the Osserman conjecture holds in the Lorentzian setting, see [2], but fails in
the case of higher signature, see [3,12]. Thus it is not a trivial algebraic com-
putation.
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2. Proof of the duality principle
Since we always have RX X  0; we will ignore this eigenvector. Let
k1; k2; . . . ; kl be all dierent eigenvalues of the Jacobi operator RX , on fXg?,
with multiplicities t1; t2; . . . ; tl; and consider the functions lk 
P
itikki  
TrRkX . The pointwise Osserman condition is equivalent to saying that lk is
independent of X 2 SP M for all k and the manifold is globally Osserman if in
addition each lk is globally constant.
Let RX be the Jacobi operator, where X  aY  bZ, and Y and Z be
unit orthonormal vectors, then after the elimination of the parameter a we
obtain
RX  RY  b2RZ ÿRY   abRYZ ; 2:1
where RYZ  R; Y Z  R; ZY is a symmetric endomorphism of TpM .
If one expands into power series R nX using (2.1), one can see that the coef-
ficient with b2 is equal to
Rnÿ1Y MRZ ÿRY  Rnÿ2Y MR2YZ ; 2:2
where AjMBnÿj is the sum over all monomials in which the operator A ap-
pears j-times and B nÿ j-times. Now, if we take trace of (2.2) then the
Osserman pointwise condition and the invariancy of trace on the cyclic per-
mutations lead to the following relations:
if n  2 k
2 Tr

Rnÿ1Y RZ ÿRY  Rnÿ2Y R2YZ Rnÿ3Y RYZRYRYZ    
   RkYRYZRkÿ2Y RYZ

 Tr

RkYRYZ
2
 0; 2:3
if n  2 k  1
Tr

Rnÿ1Y RZ ÿRY  Rnÿ2Y R2YZ Rnÿ3Y RYZRYRYZ    
   RkYRYZRkÿ1Y RYZ

 0:
Let us choose an unit vector, Y ; and an orthonormal basis,
e  e1  Y ; e2; . . . ; em, which consists of the eigenvectors of R1 Re1, so
the matrix of R1 with respect to this basis is diagonal. More precisely, we have
R1  diag
"
0; k1; . . . ; k1|{z}
t1
; . . . ; kl; . . . ; kl|{z}
tl
#
;
where is 1 t1      tl  m:
2:4
If we put t0  0, then we define the sets, Kk; of indices of the eigenvectors of the
eigenvalue kk, more formally we have
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Kk  2
Xkÿ1
i0
ti; . . . ; 1
Xk
i0
ti
( )
; 8k  1; . . . ; l:
Let Z  ej; j 2 Ki; be an eigenvector of the Jacobi operator R1; i.e.,
R1ej  kiej; i 2 f1; . . . ; lg. The operatorsRj  Rej andR1j  Re1ej with respect
to the basis e have the following components:
Rj  wks and R1j  rks where wks  Rkjjs;
rks  R^k1js  Rk1js  Rkj1s; r11  rjj  0;
r1s  0; s  1; . . . ; j^; . . . ;m; r1j  ÿki;
w11  ki and wjj  0:
2:5
Let us remark that in (2.3) one has to find the traces of the following two types
of matrix products Ru1R1 ÿRj and Ru1R1j. It is easy to see that
Ru1R1j 
h
0; ku1 r2; . . . ; k
u
1 rt11; k
u
2 rt12; . . . ; k
u
2 rt1t21; . . . ; k
u
l rm
i
;
where rs is sth row of the matrix R1j.
For the second type matrix we find a similar formula, and so the traces of
the matrices Rt1R1jR
u
1R1j and R
i
1R1 ÿRj are
Tr

Rt1R1jR
u
1R1j

 P
k1;...;l
s2Kk
ktuk rs r
s;
Tr

Ru1R1 ÿRj

 P
k1;...l
s2Kk
kukkk ÿ wss;
2:6
where rs is sth column of symmetric matrix R1j, and so rs rs  krsk2.
Let us denote by
xi  ÿti ÿ 1ki 
P
u2Ki
wuu;
xk  ÿtkkk 
P
u2Kk
wuu; k  1; 2; . . . ; i^; . . . ; l;
xqk 
P
u2Kq
v2Kk
r2uv; q; k  1; . . . ; l:
2:7
One can easily see that if the eigenvalue ki is one dimensional then xi  0:
Then one can rewrite relations (2.3) in a more compact way using (2.4)–
(2.7). Firstly we have
Tr

Rt1R1jR
u
1R1j


X
q;k1;...;l

ktqk
u
k  kuqktk

xqk 
X
q1;...;l
ktuq xqq 2:8
and then if we introduce new variables
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yq  xq 
P
k1;...;q^;...;l
1
kq ÿ kk xqk; q  1; . . . ; l;
ylq  12 xqq; q  1; . . . ; l;
2:9
after some simplifications of (2.3) for n  1; . . . ; 2lÿ 1, with use of the relations
(2.6)–(2.9) we obtain the following homogenous system of equations:
kn1 y1      knl yl  n

knÿ11 yl1      knÿ1l y2l

 0
for n  0; 1; . . . ; 2lÿ 1:
2:10
The matrix of the system (2.10) is
D 
1 1 . . . 1 0 0 . . . 0
k1 k2 . . . kl 1 1 . . . 1
k21 k
2
2 . . . k
2
l 2k1 2k2 . . . 2kl
..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
.
k~n1 k
~n
2 . . . k
~n
l ~nk
~nÿ1
1 ~nk
~nÿ1
2 . . . ~nk
~nÿ1
l


;
where ~n  2lÿ 1:
If we denote by Vf1; . . . ; fk the Vandermonde determinant in f1; . . . ; fk
then f n1; . . . ; nl Vk1; . . . ; kl; n1; . . . ; nl is a function in n1; . . . ; nl. Now, we
see
D  o
onl
o
onlÿ1
   of
on1
 
jn1k1
. . .
 ! !
jnlÿ1klÿ1
0@ 1A
jnlkl
 e
Y
u;v1;...;l
u 6v
ku ÿ kvquv ; where e2  1 and quv 2 N: 2:11
It follows from (2.11) that D 6 0, and consequently the homogeneous sys-
tem (2.10) has only a trivial solution. This especially implies
2ylq  xqq 
X
u;v2Kq
r2uv  0; q  1; . . . ; l;
so we have ruv  0; 8u; v 2 Kq; q  1; . . . ; l: It means that all diagonal elements
of the matrix R1j vanish, i.e., Ru1ju  0; 8u  1; . . . ;m. As Z  ej; j > 1; is an
arbitrary element of the basis e we conclude that Ru1su  0; 8u; s  2; . . . ;m:
By the other side we know
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0  Rj1sj  R1jjs  hRje1; esi; 8s 6 1;
what implies that vector e1 is an eigenvector of the Jacobi operators Rj.
Consequently, this implies that the duality principle holds for an arbitrary
eigenvalue of the Jacobi operator. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Remark. Using formula (2.11), one can find that the Vandermonde type de-
terminant D is equal to
ÿ1nnÿ1=2 Vk1; . . . ; kl4:
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